STOP SQUEEZING: USE

TO
10 YEARS IN A ROW

WHAT IS IT?

The Physics Forceps are an atraumatic
extraction system that provides a simple,
predictable and unconventional method
of extracting teeth regardless of a
practitioner’s extraction experience, or
the condition of the tooth, while providing
a positive patient experience.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

The Physics Forceps operate as an elevator,
rather than forceps, using first-class lever
mechanics. One handle is connected to a
“bumper,” which acts as the fulcrum, that
is placed deep in the vestibule. The other
handle is connected to the “beak,” which

is positioned most often on the lingual or
palatal root of the tooth into the gingival
sulcus. No aspect of the instrument grasps
the crown and there is no advanced
elevation needed. Once the instrument is
properly placed, the handles are rotated a
few degrees with only wrist movement in a
slow, steady and controlled manner — no
squeezing!

WHEN TO USE?

The Physics Forceps are effective in most
cases, including badly decayed or brokendown teeth, endodontically treated teeth,
fractured or fragile teeth, curved or long
rooted molars and cuspids, or any tooth

that would historically be challenging with
conventional instrumentation. The Physics
Forceps are ideal for implantologists that
want to preserve the surrounding bone
and tissue in preparation for implants.

WHY IT WORKS?

The Physics Forceps place a constant and
steady load on the tooth, allowing “creep”
to build, releasing hyaluronic acid, resulting
in the breakdown of the periodontal
ligaments. Studies have proven this
breakdown occurs in a much faster time
period than conventional methods that
employ intermittent, rocking or brute
strength types of forces.

THE PHYSICS FORCEPS®
STANDARD SET

DISTAL ELEVATOR

Contains four instruments: Lower
Universal, Upper Anterior, Upper
Left and Upper Right. 24pk
Bumperguards & training DVD.

bone prior to extraction

These instruments can be applied
to all teeth with the exception of
Third Molars.
SET OF 4 INSTRUMENTS - NORMALLY $2,600

NOW ONLY $2,200 + FREE CLINICAL DVD
& DISTAL ELEVATOR WORTH $750

This instrument may be used to
separate the tuberosity and distal

FREE
WITH
STANDARD
SET

CLINICAL DVD

Containing over 500 images and
illustrations demonstrating step by
step techniques.

MOLAR SET EZ1 & EZ2
Designed to access “hard to reach” second molars and erupted
third molars. With just the patented beak and bumper design allows
for predictable molar extractions in minutes! Set includes 12pk
bumperguards & training DVD.
SET OF 2 INSTRUMENTS - NORMALLY $1,550

NOW ONLY $1,250
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